Abstract -The purpose of this paper is to improve speech recognition performance in reverberant environment with distant talking, which based on directly speech processing or selected Log-energy feature. Speech recognition performance can be improved by changing the value of Log-energy feature or directly speech energy. Experiments used CENSREC-4 corpus to evaluate distant-talking speech under various reverberation environments by single microphone. And likelihood score string is proposed to optimal Energy feature of speech for each utterance to improve recognition performance. The results have showed improvements of speech recognition performance in reverberant environments with our proposals.
INTRODUCTION
Speech recognition system has applied much in our life. Most of today's applications still require a microphone located near talker. However, almost all of these applications would benefit from distant-talking capturing, where talkers are enable to speak at some distance from microphone without the encumbrance of hand held or body equipment [1] . The major problem in distant-talking speech recognition is the corruption of speech signals by both interfering sounds and the reverberation caused by the large speaker -to-micro-phone distance. The range of successful technique have been developed since beginnings of speech recognition research to combat the additive and convolution noise caused by interfering sounds, microphone mismatch. In recent years, many research about speech energy estimation gave the improvements of speech recognition performance in reverberant environment. In [2, 3] Log-energy feature is proposed to improve speech recognition performance by adding energy value in MFCCs feature in noise environment.
In this paper, our research considered on directly speech processing and Log-energy feature in MFCC domain through changing value of speech energy in reverberant environment to improve speech recognition performance with CENSREC-4 corpus.
II. REDUCTION OF SPEECH ENERGY
In MFCCs feature domain, the energy is computed as the signal energy, that is, for speech sampling,{ ) (n x , n = 1, N}.
We can increase speech recognition performance in noise environment by adding more energy into Log-energy feature (C13 feature). In our research, the value of this feature is find by new method to increase recognition performance in reverberant environment. We used such way to re-estimate Log-energy feature as follows 
Thus, for a given set of prior probabilities ) | ( j is also probabilistic and is governed by the discrete probability ij a . The joint probability that O is generated by the model M moving through the state sequence X is calculated simply as the product of the transition probabilities and the output probabilities.
Given that X is unknown, the required likelihood is computed by summing over all possible state sequences
, is the score which can be approximated by considering the most likely state sequence, that is
problem is re-written such as (6) ) , , (log max arg )
Here, observation vector at time t to be split into a number of S independent data streams of (10) where n is the demensionality of o , the exponent s is a stream weight. In practicality, if having the silent in speech frame each, we can not calculate the value for 13 C energy by calculating on log energy function. In this case, we proposed this value equal to zero. Fig 3. is Log energy feature function 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this research, we used CENSREC-4 [5, 6] corpus as a framework for evaluating speech recognition performance in reverberant environment. CENSREC-4 defines two training types, clean and multi-condition. In Test A, clean training, the acoustic model is trained with non-reverberant clean speech data which consists of 8440 utterances spoken by 110 subject speakers (55 female and 55 males). Test B is used to estimate speech recognition performance for open test with data convolved with the remaining four room impulse responses (lounge, Japanese style room, meeting room and Japanese style bath). Each testing environment consists of 4004 utterance spoken 104 subject speakers (52 females and 52 males). The task is connected digit recognition in Japanese. Fig. 4 gives the impulse responses in many reverberant environments.
Fig 4. Impulse response in eight environments of CENSREC-4[6]
In the basic data set, clean speech data was recorded with a close-talking microphone and impulse responses were recorded in eight kinds of rooms. Then reverberant speech data was simulated by convolutions of the data. The reverberant time in each room is showed in Table 1 . The feature parameters of the baseline system used 39-dimension feature vectors that consist of 12-dimension MFCCs, 12-dimension delta, 12 delta-delta MFCCs, and one dimension each for log-energy, delta log-energy, and delta-delta logenergy. The analysis conditions used pre-emphasis (1-0.97z−1), hamming windows, 25-ms frame lengths and 10-ms frame shifts. The fast Fourier transformation (FFT) length was 512 and number of Mel-Filter Banks was 24. The sampling frequency of the data was 16 kHz.
Experiment 1, Log-energy feature of each frame is re-estimated with our proposal 1. The value of ∆E for each room is selected as -2.5 (Lounge), -2.5 (Japan room), -1.5 (Conference) and -1.5 (Bath room). The experimental results are showed in Table. 2 for open Test B. Speech recognition performance was increased 9.93 % (in Japan Room) and 14.09% (in Lounge). This results is higher that of baseline.
As we know that in a reverberant environment, speech signals have late reverberation, whose energy is plotted as a long term exponential decay. This tends to cause the Logarithmic Energy feature to keep the constant value for a long time. When speech energy was changed, the reverberation of speech is also changed in this condition. So that we can improve the speech recognition performance by changing of directly speech energy or Log Energy feature.
Experiment 2, using proposal 2 for improving recognition performance with each utterance, we have four of experimental results in Fig 5-8 . Likelihood score is used to show recognition performance of speech for each frame. In this case, the recognition results score for reverberant speech is adapted to clean speech. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed another way to improve speech recognition performance in reverberant environment for CENSREC-4 corpus. We estimated directly speech energy for improvements of recognition performance by changing the Log energy feature. This experiment applied on MFCCs Log-energy feature is the direction for improvements of speech recognition performance. The experimental results gave that the speech recognition performance is increased 9.93% (in Japan Room) and 14.09% (in Lounge) compared to that of baseline.
Likelihood score is used as an optimal standard for improvements of speech recognition performance to find optimal value of ∆E that need to be changed for each utterance in the system. V.
